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SPEAKER TOPIC AND FORMAT
,

Are you looking for a dynamic, engaging, and vibrant Keynote Speaker for your next event?
Rebekah's cutting edge solutions will provide your conference, event, or company attendees with
new, innovative, and strategic ideas that bring real results. Each customized presentation is
available for online or offline, and in a variety of formats:
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KEYNOTE
45 - 60 minutes for mid to large
size audiences with a range of
levels: intermediate to
advanced.

WORKSHOP
90 minutes - 4 hours: hands-on,
interactive, reveals the process,
systems, and tools.

TOPICS OF FOCUS
Social Media Marketing (Planning,
Management, and Execution)
Content Marketing (Creation and Strategy)
Women in Leadership (Sustainable Success)
Packaging Up Your Expertise (Product
Design and Sales)
Attracting Your Perfect Client (Growth
Process)
Solidifying Your Brand (Define What Makes
You Shine)
Getting Media and Publicity Attention
(Building Influence)
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ONLINE / WEBINAR
Professionally produced,
targeted content that packages
ideas, systems, and strategies
into easy to digest format.

ON-SITE TRAINING
Ideal for companies with an
immediate growth need and an
aggressive platform strategy.
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SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCE

102K
42K
25K
TWITTER FOLLOWERS:

FACEBOOK FANS

Rebekah Radice is the founder of RadiantLA, a
premier training and development company
and the Chief Marketing Officer of Post
Planner. She is the author of “Social Media
Mastery: A Comprehensive Guide to Strategic
Growth,” and the creator of “The Authority
Matrix,” a powerful personal brand building
tool used by Fortune 500 executives to
leverage employee influence and advocacy.
Rebekah is an award winning blogger, and
recognized influencer as a Top Social Media
Marketer and Top Marketer by Onalytica and
Brand24.
As an International Keynote Speaker, Rebekah
has been featured at over 200 events,
including the NATO International Summit.

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS:
With her early days spent on morning radio,
Rebekah has honed her skills at engaging,
communicating with, and reaching an
audience. She knows how to design an
experience around a brand and shares her
knowledge through actionable and proven
strategies.

